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Disclaimers

• Like all art forms, these are general patterns, not

hard and fast rules.

• Not every song is this way, nor is every song meant

to be this way. (Some songs have natural storylines

and natural narrative threads.)

• Some of this is specific to country songwriting, but

much can be applied elsewhere.

• Just cause we can identify and explain it, doesn’t

mean we do it that well (Those who can’t -- teach!)

• This presentation is a “work in progress.”

SongPlanner Worksheet
How “Scene-Writing”

Got Started…

Nashville Trip

“The Manifesto”



Scene-Writing Method

• Song Sketching
– Conceptualize The Title and “True” Meaning

– Sketch or Map out the Song (outline)

– Rough out the Chorus/Bridge (draft)

– Decide whether to finish the song

• Scene Writing
– Tighten up Chorus a Bit

– Use Scene-Writing techniques to finish verses,
bridge, etc.

The Iceberg Imperative

A song is like an

iceberg. The lyrics and

music are what the

listener sees and hears

with his or her physical

senses. But it is what

the listener doesn’t

“see” or “hear” that

creates the meaningful

emotional connection.

Lyrics 
(& Music)

Emotional 

Connection

“True” Meaning

Show (Description)
Tell it in a descriptive kind of way

Emotional

Connection

TYPICAL APPROACH

Tell (Song Sketching)
Know what you want to say

and why you want to say it.

(Know where you are going.)

(Left-brain)

Show (Scene-Writing)
Tell it in a descriptive kind of way (Right brain)

Emotional

Connection
Doing so creates

emotional depth and

connection with listener

Scene-Writing Approach



Beginning of Song

End of Song

One important element of

narrative storytelling

What’s missing (“mystery”) is what

propels the listener farther and

farther into the story.

“Give it away” all at once and the

listener is not motivated emotionally

to continue or fully connect with the

storyline.

The Challenge

Emotional connection must

get deeper and fuller as the

song progresses….

Full Emotional Connection

Beginning of Song

End of Song

The Challenge

But it must do so with lyrical

information that goes from

general to specific, abstract to

concrete (on average).

Full Emotional Connection

Beginning of Song

End of Song

Beginning of Song

End of Song

JUST TO SEE YOU SMILE (Tim McGraw)
You always had an eye for things that glittered

But I was far from bein’ made of gold

I don’t know how that I scraped up the money

I just never could quite tell you no

Just like when you were leavin’ amarillo

To take that new job in tennessee

And I quit mine so we could be together

I can’t forget the way you looked at me

Chorus:

Just to see you smile

I’d do anything

That you wanted me to

And all is said and done

I’d never count the cost

It’s worth all that’s lost

Just to see you smile

When you said time was all you really needed

I walked away and let you have your space

Cuz leavin’ didn’t hurt me near as badly

As the tears I saw rollin’ down your face

And yesterday I knew just what you wanted

When you came walkin’ up to me with him

So I told you that I was happy for you

And given the chance I’d lie again

Just to see you smile

I’d do anything

That you wanted me to

And all is said and done

I’d never count the cost

I’ts worth all that’s lost

Just to see you smile Written By T. Martin & M. Nesler

Storytelling

Emotional

Connection



Song Sketching
Song Title

Song title is a physical or

descriptive representation of

the “real” meaning of the

song, but not always THE

meaning. Levels of meaning

are created via payoffs,

twists and emotional

connection. The real

meaning may be stated or

implicit.

Lyrics 
(& Music)

Emotional 

Connection

“True” Meaning

Title

Song Title

Song title is a physical or

descriptive representation of

the “real” meaning of the

song, but not always THE

meaning. Levels of meaning

are created via payoffs,

twists and emotional

connection. The real

meaning may be stated or

implicit.

“Just to See You Smile”

= I’d do ANYTHING for you

Lyrics 
(& Music)

Emotional 

Connection

“True” Meaning

Title

Mr. Mom  (Lonestar)

Lost my job, came home mad

Got a hug and kiss and that's too bad

She said I can go to work until you find another job

I thought I like the sound of that

Watch TV and take long naps

Go from a hand working dad to being Mr. Mom

Well

Pampers melt in a Maytag dryer

Crayons go up one drawer higher

Rewind Barney for the fifteenth time

Breakfast, six naps at nine

There's bubble gum in the baby's hair

Sweet potatoes in my lazy chair

Been crazy all day long and it's only Monday

Mr. Mom

Football, soccer and ballet

Squeeze in Scouts and PTA

And there's that shopping list she left

That's seven pages long

How much smoke can one stove make

The kids won't eat my charcoal cake

It's more than any maid can take

Being Mr. Mom

Well

Pampers melt in a Maytag dryer

Crayons go up one drawer higher

Rewind Barney for the sixteenth time

Breakfast, six naps at nine

There's bubble gum in the baby's hair

Sweet potatoes in my lazy chair

Been crazy all day long and it's only Monday

Mr.Mom

Before I fall in bed tonight

If the dog didn't eat the classifieds

I'm gonna look just one more time

'Cause

Pampers melt in a Maytag dryer

Crayons go up one drawer higher

Rewind Barney for the eighteenth time

Breakfast, six naps at nine

There's bubble gum in the baby's hair

Sweet potatoes in my lazy chair

Been crazy all day long 

Oh been crazy all day long and it's only Monday

Mr.Mom

Balancin' checkbooks, juggling bills

Thought there was nothing to it

Baby, now I know how you feel

What I don't know is how you do it

Written By Harbin, R., McDonald, R., Pfimmer, D.



Title (Level 1) “Life Is Good”

So what would this song be about?

Title (Level 1) “Life Is Good”

Payoff  (Level 2) “Even On A Bad Day…

  Life is Good”

Title (Level 1) “Life Is Good”…

Payoff  (Level 2) “Even On A Bad Day…

  Life is Good”…

‘True Meaning’ (Level 3) “Because What Really

Matters is Family”

One-dimensional songs create

emotional connections that are

more shallow.

Multi-dimensional meanings and

payoffs create deeper emotional

connections with the listener.

Lyrics that work best are those

that seem one-dimensional “on the

surface” but as the story unfolds it

is much deeper than expected.

But how do you do this?



CHORUS

It starts with the

Turntable Technique

Same words in the

chorus take on different

colors and/or deeper

meaning depending on

the verse that feeds it.

Verse 1 Verse 2

Verse 3

Bridge

A Basic Note On Choruses

• General observation. Choruses are generally

“telling” or abstract, general.

• Verses are generally more specific and

concrete

• Sometimes the reverse is true -- but there is

general contrast in overall level of specificity

between verse, chorus, etc.

• There are plenty of good books on how to

write a great chorus

CHORUS

Scene-writing comprises creating scenes in the verses

to create the initial and deeper meanings (Level 1, 2,

3…) -- instead of just writing “lyrics.”

Scene 1 Scene 2

Scene 3

Bridge

Title (Level 1) “I Love You Son”…

(V1: Dad says to young boy)

(V2: Dad says to teenage son)

Payoff 1 (Level 2) “I Love You Son”

(God says to man -- in prayer)

‘True Meaning’ (Level 3) Power of Prayer

(“Talk it out with me, we’ll work it out

you’ll see… I Love You Son”)



???

CHORUS

???

CHORUS

???

CHORUS
Fullest Emotional Connection

Beginning of Song

End of Song

If you know what you want

each chorus to accomplish

-- and the shades of

different meaning between

each -- then you can write

the verses to get you there.

But for now, don’t worry

about the specifics -- the

actual verse lyrics (scenes)

just decide on the goal

(telling) of each part.

Scene-Writing
Brainstorm

How many scenes do you need?   Think of alternative scenes that accomplish the same goal.

TITLE

REAL MEANING

CHORUS

Worksheet

1. How many

scenes do you

need to reach

the payoffs you

want?

2. Play with as

many

possibilities as

you can.

Song-Sketching Summary

Know what your goals are (Level 1, Level 2 or Level 3)

You might get a draft of the chorus going and then sketch

out the purpose or goals of the verses (and possible bridges)

to see if getting deep enough emotionally is possible. In

sum, you need to storyboard how each verse or part of song

will help the chorus payoff in a different, or deeper way than

the previous chorus.

If not, if it’s just a Level 1 type of payoff, then it you might

want to move on to another idea.

Getting beyond Level 1 is the “So What” of a song.

Scene Writing



A Scene

• A scene is a discrete event or time

sequence that fulfills a specific purpose

in moving a storyline forward. It features

characters, description and actions that

set up short-term or long-term payoffs.

• Payoffs and layers of meaning should

occur at the verse, chorus and song

levels.

The number of scenes you need may help determine

the structure of your song. Scenes can last an entire

verse, be half of a long verse, or even just a couplet

within a verse.

Scene 1

CHORUS

Scene 2

CHORUS

Scene 1

Scene 2

CHORUS

Scene 3

Scene 4

CHORUS

Scene 5

CHORUS

Thus, lyrical

storytelling AND

musical considerations

will drive the structure

of your song. Like

whether you’ll need a

bridge or not.

Filling out a Scene

• Painting scenes with descriptive writing

• Draw from personal experience; what is
most personal is most universal.

• Using all of the classic narrative devices
like metaphors, similes, alliteration, etc.

• These elements are covered in
songwriting books, but not necessarily
from a scene-writing perspective

Scene Writing Principles

• Each scene serves one major purpose or

focus -- to set up a payoff(s)

• Scenes don’t bleed much into other scenes

• Use “movement” within scenes

• Use transitions within and between parts

• Payoffs occur in several places for several

purposes. Line upon line.



Overview

Deepest Emotional Connection

Each chorus creates

deeper emotional

meaning based on

the verse (or bridge)

that feeds it.)

Scenes are relatively discrete events that

you can almost picture as a movie scene.

SCENE 1

I was raised off of Rural Route Three, 

Out where the blacktop ends.

We'd walk to Church on Sunday mornings,

Race barefoot back to Johnson's fence.

SCENE 2

That's where I first saw Mary,

On that roadside pickin' blackberries.

That summer I turned a corner in my soul,

Down that red dirt road.

Scenes are relatively discrete events that

you can almost picture as a movie scene.

SCENE 3

Her Daddy didn't like me much,

In my shackled up GTO.

Oh, I'd sneak out in the middle of the night,

Throw rocks at her bedroom window.

SCENE 4

We'd turn out the headlights,

Drive by the moonlight.

Talk about what the future might hold,

Down that red dirt road.

(“Red Dirt Road,” Written by Brooks & Dunn)

Scenes are relatively discrete events that

you can almost picture as a movie scene.
SCENE 1

It was labor day weekend I was seventeen

I bought a coke and some gasoline

And I drove out to the county fair

SCENE 2

When I saw her for the first time

She was standing there in the ticket line

And it all started right then and there

SCENE 3 (Transition to Chorus)

Oh, a sailer’s sky made a perfect sunset

And that’s the day I’ll never forget

(Somethin’ Like That, Tim McGraw -- By Ferrell, R., Follese, K)



Scenes are relatively discrete events that

you can almost picture as a movie scene.
SCENE 1A

Underneath her porch light

Hopin' for kiss

We started countin' stars

To kill the awkwardness

SCENE 1B

Put my arm around her

Pointin' to the sky

When she turned to look at me

I saw the rest of my life

Go by

“I Saw it All” (Randle/Hinton)

Movement

• It’s not just a matter of being super,

super descriptive all the time. That can

become static. You want to create

movement by going from general to

specific, from abstract to concrete within

your scenes. Following are several

examples of movement:

General

Well the honeymoon ended and life began
Jobs and bills, losing touch with friends
And that apartment got smaller every day

Then one night the walls finally closed in
I came home late, she said where've ya been

You used to call and tell me you're on your way
She said if this is how it's gonna be, then I quit

She walked out the door

And I lost it

SPECIFIC

(“I Lost It” -- Jimmy Olander, Neil Thrasher)

Movement

GENERAL

It was labor day weekend I was seventeen
I bought a coke and some gasoline

And I drove out to the county fair

When I saw her for the first time
She was standing there in the ticket line

And it all started right then and there

Oh, a sailer’s sky made a perfect sunset

And that’s the day I’ll never forget

SPECIFIC

Movement



GENERAL

You always had an eye for things that glittered
But I was far from bein’ made of gold

I don’t know how that I scraped up the money

I just never could quite tell you no

Just like when you were leavin’ amarillo

To take that new job in Tennessee
And I quit mine so we could be together

I can’t forget the way you looked at me

SPECIFIC
(“Just to See You Smile”)

Movement

GENERAL

It was a diamond in the rough

Movement

GENERAL

It was a diamond in the rough

Neighborhood stars in Yankee Stadium

Movement

GENERAL

It was a diamond in the rough
Two streets over in a vacant lot

Summer vacation on a field of dust
Paper plate bases, chicken wire backstop

Armed with my Ken Griffrey Louisville Slugger
Dime store mitt handed down from my brother

Cheek pack-full of Bubbleyum gum
Neighborhood stars in Yankee Stadium  

SPECIFIC

“Sandlot Stadium”

Movement



Balance Description

• Each scene (or verse part) will provide

both description and context as well as

propel the story line forward. Too much

description and the song bogs down,

and isn’t “going anywhere.” Too much

movement of the story and there isn’t

enough description/context to make it

interesting.

Random Tip No. 26

If you’re having trouble

describing it. Physically

do it or mimic doing it.

(Scene from “Stranger

Than Fiction.”)

Red Dirt Road

I was raised off of Rural Route Three,

Out back where the blacktop ends.

We'd walk to Church on Sunday mornings,

Race barefoot back to Johnson's fence

That's where I first saw Mary,

On that roadside pickin' blackberries.

That summer I turned a corner in my soul,

Down that Red Dirt Road.

It's where I drank my first beer.

It's where I found Jesus.

Where I wrecked my first car:

I tore it all to pieces.

I learned the path to Heaven,

Is full of sinners an' believers.

Learned that happiness on earth,

Ain't just for high achievers.

I've learned; I come to know,

There's life at both ends,

Of that Red Dirt Road.

Her Daddy didn't like me much,

In my shackled up GTO.

Oh, I'd sneak out in the middle of the night,

Throw rocks at her bedroom window.

We'd turn out the headlights,

Drive by the moonlight.

Talk about what the future might hold,

Down that red dirt road.

CHORUS

(BRIDGE)

I went out into the world,

An' I came back in.

I lost Mary:

Oh, I got her back again.

An' drivin' home tonight,

Feels like I've found a long-lost friend.

Chorus

Transitions are used to

Connect Parts -- Flow

There are subtle as well as

obvious transitions that help

connect scenes with other

scenes and scenes with

choruses, etc.

Transitions and key words

create increase flow and

efficiency of story telling

(Whatever “ends” one scene is picked

up at the beginning of the next scene or

part. Whatever scene 1 ends with,

scene 2 begins with.)

Little boy sits on a chair, waitin’ for his dad

Scared and cryin’ ‘cause he’d been bad

Stole a toy on a dare from the corner drug store

But he got caught slippin’ out the door

And finally, when his Pa arrived

The boy couldn’t look him in the eye

He said, “Oh dad, I know you hate me”

Then in disbelief he heard his father say…

CHORUS

“I love you, son

Just tell me what you’ve done

Life’s full of problems

Together we can solve them

Just talk it out with me

We’ll work it out, you’ll see

I love you son”

Then he turned sixteen with a license to drive

Stereo loud, (a) girl by his side

Lost control on a curve, and the car overturned

But they crawled out and watched that Mustang burn

From a sheriff’s station telephone

He found the old man at home,  and said,

“Oh dad, you’re gonna hate me”

Then in disbelief he heard his father say

CHORUS

“I love you, son

Just tell me what you’ve done

Life’s full of problems

Together we can solve them

Just talk it out with me

We’ll work it out, you’ll see

I love you son”

At thirty six what could have been was in an awful mess

Broken dreams, a broken home, broken promises

So from the valley of his dark despair

Rose a first attempt a prayer

He said, “Oh, Lord I know you hate me”

Then in disbelief he heard The Father say…

CHORUS

“I love you, son

Just tell me what you’ve done

Life’s full of problems

Together we can solve them

Just talk it out with me

We’ll work it out, you’ll see

I love you son”

Payoffs appear in various

places to create

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

meanings and emotional

connections.



Little boy sits on a chair, waitin’ for his dad

Scared and cryin’ ‘cause he’d been bad

Stole a toy on a dare from the corner drug store

But he got caught slippin’ out the door

And finally, when his Pa arrived

The boy couldn’t look him in the eye

He said, “Oh dad, I know you hate me”

Then in disbelief he heard his father say…

CHORUS

“I love you, son

Just tell me what you’ve done

Life’s full of problems

Together we can solve them

Just talk it out with me

We’ll work it out, you’ll see

I love you son”

Then he turned sixteen with a license to drive

Stereo loud, (a) girl by his side

Lost control on a curve, and the car overturned

But they crawled out and watched that Mustang burn

From a sheriff’s station telephone

He found the old man at home,  and said,

“Oh dad, you’re gonna hate me”

Then in disbelief he heard his father say

CHORUS

“I love you, son

Just tell me what you’ve done

Life’s full of problems

Together we can solve them

Just talk it out with me

We’ll work it out, you’ll see

I love you son”

At thirty six what could have been was in an awful mess

Broken dreams, a broken home, broken promises

So from the valley of his dark despair

Rose a first attempt a prayer

He said, “Oh, Lord I know you hate me”

Then in disbelief he heard The Father say…

CHORUS

“I love you, son

Just tell me what you’ve done

Life’s full of problems

Together we can solve them

Just talk it out with me

We’ll work it out, you’ll see

I love you son”

Payoffs appear in various

places to create

Level 1a

meanings and emotional

connections.

Little boy sits on a chair, waitin’ for his dad

Scared and cryin’ ‘cause he’d been bad

Stole a toy on a dare from the corner drug store

But he got caught slippin’ out the door

And finally, when his Pa arrived

The boy couldn’t look him in the eye

He said, “Oh dad, I know you hate me”

Then in disbelief he heard his father say…

CHORUS

“I love you, son

Just tell me what you’ve done

Life’s full of problems

Together we can solve them

Just talk it out with me

We’ll work it out, you’ll see

I love you son”

Then he turned sixteen with a license to drive

Stereo loud, (a) girl by his side

Lost control on a curve, and the car overturned

But they crawled out and watched that Mustang burn

From a sheriff’s station telephone

He found the old man at home,  and said,

“Oh dad, you’re gonna hate me”

Then in disbelief he heard his father say

CHORUS

“I love you, son

Just tell me what you’ve done

Life’s full of problems

Together we can solve them

Just talk it out with me

We’ll work it out, you’ll see

I love you son”

At thirty six what could have been was in an awful mess

Broken dreams, a broken home, broken promises

So from the valley of his dark despair

‘Rose a first attempt at prayer

He said, “Oh, Lord I know you hate me”

Then in disbelief he heard The Father say…

CHORUS

“I love you, son

Just tell me what you’ve done

Life’s full of problems

Together we can solve them

Just talk it out with me

We’ll work it out, you’ll see

I love you son”

Payoffs appear in various

places to create

Level 2

meanings and emotional

connections.

Little boy sits on a chair, waitin’ for his dad

Scared and cryin’ ‘cause he’d been bad

Stole a toy on a dare from the corner drug store

But he got caught slippin’ out the door

And finally, when his Pa arrived

The boy couldn’t look him in the eye

He said, “Oh dad, I know you hate me”

Then in disbelief he heard his father say…

CHORUS

“I love you, son

Just tell me what you’ve done

Life’s full of problems

Together we can solve them

Just talk it out with me

We’ll work it out, you’ll see

I love you son”

Then he turned sixteen with a license to drive

Stereo loud, (a) girl by his side

Lost control on a curve, and the car overturned

But they crawled out and watched that Mustang burn

From a sheriff’s station telephone

He found the old man at home,  and said,

“Oh dad, you’re gonna hate me”

Then in disbelief he heard his father say

CHORUS

“I love you, son

Just tell me what you’ve done

Life’s full of problems

Together we can solve them

Just talk it out with me

We’ll work it out, you’ll see

I love you son”

At thirty six what could have been was in an awful mess

Broken dreams, a broken home, broken promises

So from the valley of his dark despair

Rose a first attempt a prayer

He said, “Oh, Lord I know you hate me”

Then in disbelief he heard The Father say…

CHORUS

“I love you, son

Just tell me what you’ve done

Life’s full of problems

Together we can solve them

Just talk it out with me

We’ll work it out, you’ll see

I love you son”

Payoffs appear in various

places to create

Level 3

meanings and emotional

connections.

That summer I turned a corner in my soul,

Down that Red Dirt Road.

I've learned; I come to know,

There's life at both ends,

Of that Red Dirt Road.

Talk about what the future might hold,

Down that red dirt road.

I've learned; I come to know,

There's life at both ends,

Of that red dirt road.

I went out into the world and I came back in

I lost Mary, Oh, I got her back again

An' drivin' home tonight,

Feels like I've found a long-lost friend.

Chorus

Payoff 1 (Level 1)

Payoff 2 (Level 2)

Payoff 3 (Level 1)

Payoff 4 (Level 2)

Payoff 5 (Level 3)



Sandlot Stadium

Randle/Hinton

It was a diamond in the rough

Two streets over in a vacant lot

Summer vacation on a field of dust

Paper plate bases, chicken wire backstop

Armed with my Ken Griffrey Louisville Slugger

Dime store mitt handed down from my brother

Cheek pack-full of Bubbleyum gum

Neighborhood stars in Yankee Stadium

CHORUS

When one game lasted all day long

Bottom of the ninth, three runners on

Radio playin’ our favorite songs

I dreamed a lotta big dreams

I hit a lotta home runs

Once upon a time in a

Sandlot stadium

Jessie wore a tomboy grin

Only girl ever to play shortstop

Sandy blonde hair with a swing to win

She could hit the ball clear to the next block

When too many players had to go home for dinner

Game got called and I’d walk back with her

Talk about savin’ to buy a new glove

Long ‘fore we ever knew a thing about love

CHORUS

Now that diamond's underneath a parking lot

Behind the bleachers at a big new city park

Jessie 'n’ me watch the little league games

Every time we see our little Mickey play

Feels like it’s me

Up at the plate

CHORUS

Review

Sandlot Stadium

Randle/Hinton

It was a diamond in the rough

Two streets over in a vacant lot

Summer vacation on a field of dust

Paper plate bases, chicken wire backstop

Armed with my Ken Griffrey Louisville Slugger

Dime store mitt handed down from my brother

Cheek pack-full of Bubbleyum gum

Neighborhood stars in Yankee Stadium

CHORUS

When one game lasted all day long

Bottom of the ninth, three runners on

Radio playin’ our favorite songs

I dreamed a lotta big dreams

I hit a lotta home runs

Once upon a time in a

Sandlot stadium

Jessie wore a tomboy grin

Only girl ever to play shortstop

Sandy blonde hair with a swing to win

She could hit the ball clear to the next block

When too many players had to go home for dinner

Game got called and I’d walk back with her

Talk about savin’ to buy a new glove

Long ‘fore we ever knew a thing about love

CHORUS

Now that diamond's underneath a parking lot

Behind the bleachers at a big new city park

Jessie 'n’ me watch the little league games

Every time we see our little Mickey play

Feels like it’s me

Up at the plate

CHORUS

Review Title does

not “give it

all away.

Sandlot Stadium

Randle/Hinton

It was a diamond in the rough

Two streets over in a vacant lot

Summer vacation on a field of dust

Paper plate bases, chicken wire backstop

Armed with my Ken Griffrey Louisville Slugger

Dime store mitt handed down from my brother

Cheek pack-full of Bubbleyum gum

Neighborhood stars in Yankee Stadium

CHORUS

When one game lasted all day long

Bottom of the ninth, three runners on

Radio playin’ our favorite songs

I dreamed a lotta big dreams

I hit a lotta home runs

Once upon a time in a

Sandlot stadium

Jessie wore a tomboy grin

Only girl ever to play shortstop

Sandy blonde hair with a swing to win

She could hit the ball clear to the next block

When too many players had to go home for dinner

Game got called and I’d walk back with her

Talk about savin’ to buy a new glove

Long ‘fore we ever knew a thing about love

CHORUS

Now that diamond's underneath a parking lot

Behind the bleachers at a big new city park

Jessie 'n’ me watch the little league games

Every time we see our little Mickey play

Feels like it’s me

Up at the plate

CHORUS

Review Title does

not “give it

all away.

Chorus is

set up to

receive

multiple

layers of

meanings

from verses

Sandlot Stadium

Randle/Hinton

It was a diamond in the rough

Two streets over in a vacant lot

Summer vacation on a field of dust

Paper plate bases, chicken wire backstop

Armed with my Ken Griffrey Louisville Slugger

Dime store mitt handed down from my brother

Cheek pack-full of Bubbleyum gum

Neighborhood stars in Yankee Stadium

CHORUS

When one game lasted all day long

Bottom of the ninth, three runners on

Radio playin’ our favorite songs

I dreamed a lotta big dreams

I hit a lotta home runs

Once upon a time in a

Sandlot stadium

Jessie wore a tomboy grin

Only girl ever to play shortstop

Sandy blonde hair with a swing to win

She could hit the ball clear to the next block

When too many players had to go home for dinner

Game got called and I’d walk back with her

Talk about savin’ to buy a new glove

Long ‘fore we ever knew a thing about love

CHORUS

Now that diamond's underneath a parking lot

Behind the bleachers at a big new city park

Jessie 'n’ me watch the little league games

Every time we see our little Mickey play

Feels like it’s me

Up at the plate

CHORUS

Review Title does

not “give it

all away.”

Chorus is

set up to

receive

multiple

layers of

meanings

from verses

Purpose of

song parts

(scenes) is

sketched out

before writing

to establish

most layers of

meaning (Level

1, 2, 3)
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Randle/Hinton
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Two streets over in a vacant lot
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Paper plate bases, chicken wire backstop

Armed with my Ken Griffrey Louisville Slugger

Dime store mitt handed down from my brother

Cheek pack-full of Bubbleyum gum

Neighborhood stars in Yankee Stadium

CHORUS

When one game lasted all day long

Bottom of the ninth, three runners on

Radio playin’ our favorite songs

I dreamed a lotta big dreams

I hit a lotta home runs

Once upon a time in a

Sandlot stadium

Jessie wore a tomboy grin

Only girl ever to play shortstop

Sandy blonde hair with a swing to win

She could hit the ball clear to the next block

When too many players had to go home for dinner

Game got called and I’d walk back with her

Talk about savin’ to buy a new glove

Long ‘fore we ever knew a thing about love

CHORUS

Now that diamond's underneath a parking lot

Behind the bleachers at a big new city park

Jessie 'n’ me watch the little league games

Every time we see our little Mickey play

Feels like it’s me

Up at the plate

CHORUS

Review

Scenes are

discrete

elements that

set up layered

meanings.

Sandlot Stadium

Randle/Hinton
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Two streets over in a vacant lot

Summer vacation on a field of dust

Paper plate bases, chicken wire backstop

Armed with my Ken Griffrey Louisville Slugger

Dime store mitt handed down from my brother

Cheek pack-full of Bubbleyum gum

Neighborhood stars in Yankee Stadium

CHORUS

When one game lasted all day long

Bottom of the ninth, three runners on

Radio playin’ our favorite songs

I dreamed a lotta big dreams

I hit a lotta home runs

Once upon a time in a

Sandlot stadium

Jessie wore a tomboy grin

Only girl ever to play shortstop

Sandy blonde hair with a swing to win

She could hit the ball clear to the next block

When too many players had to go home for dinner

Game got called and I’d walk back with her

Talk about savin’ to buy a new glove

Long ‘fore we ever knew a thing about love

CHORUS

Now that diamond's underneath a parking lot

Behind the bleachers at a big new city park

Jessie 'n’ me watch the little league games

Every time we see our little Mickey play

Feels like it’s me

Up at the plate

CHORUS

Review

Scenes are

discrete

elements that

set up layered

meanings. Movement is

created within

scenes by

going from

abstract to

concrete,

general to

specific. (This

can happen

across an

entire song as

well.)

Sandlot Stadium

Randle/Hinton
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Two streets over in a vacant lot

Summer vacation on a field of dust

Paper plate bases, chicken wire backstop

Armed with my Ken Griffrey Louisville Slugger

Dime store mitt handed down from my brother

Cheek pack-full of Bubbleyum gum

Neighborhood stars in Yankee Stadium

CHORUS

When one game lasted all day long

Bottom of the ninth, three runners on

Radio playin’ our favorite songs

I dreamed a lotta big dreams

I hit a lotta home runs

Once upon a time in a

Sandlot stadium

Jessie wore a tomboy grin

Only girl ever to play shortstop

Sandy blonde hair with a swing to win

She could hit the ball clear to the next block

When too many players had to go home for dinner

Game got called and I’d walk back with her

Talk about savin’ to buy a new glove

Long ‘fore we ever knew a thing about love

CHORUS

Now that diamond's underneath a parking lot

Behind the bleachers at a big new city park

Jessie 'n’ me watch the little league games

Every time we see our little Mickey play

Feels like it’s me

Up at the plate

CHORUS

Review

Scenes are

discrete

elements that

set up layered

meanings.

Movement is

created within

scenes and

across by

going from

abstract to

concrete,

general to

specific. (This

can happen

across an

entire song as

well.)

Use transitions

to sustain and

improve flow.

Sandlot Stadium

Randle/Hinton

It was a diamond in the rough
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Paper plate bases, chicken wire backstop

Armed with my Ken Griffrey Louisville Slugger

Dime store mitt handed down from my brother

Cheek pack-full of Bubbleyum gum

Neighborhood stars in Yankee Stadium

CHORUS

When one game lasted all day long

Bottom of the ninth, three runners on

Radio playin’ our favorite songs

I dreamed a lotta big dreams

I hit a lotta home runs

Once upon a time in a

Sandlot stadium

Jessie wore a tomboy grin

Only girl ever to play shortstop

Sandy blonde hair with a swing to win

She could hit the ball clear to the next block

When too many players had to go home for dinner

Game got called and I’d walk back with her

Talk about savin’ to buy a new glove

Long ‘fore we ever knew a thing about love

CHORUS

Now that diamond's underneath a parking lot

Behind the bleachers at a big new city park

Jessie 'n’ me watch the little league games

Every time we see our little Mickey play

Feels like it’s me

Up at the plate

CHORUS

Review

Scenes are

discrete

elements that

set up layered

meanings.

Movement is

created within

scenes and

across by

going from

abstract to

concrete,

general to

specific. (This

can happen

across an

entire song as

well.)

Use transitions

to sustain and

improve flow.

Payoffs are set

up to create

Level 1



Sandlot Stadium

Randle/Hinton

It was a diamond in the rough

Two streets over in a vacant lot

Summer vacation on a field of dust

Paper plate bases, chicken wire backstop

Armed with my Ken Griffrey Louisville Slugger

Dime store mitt handed down from my brother

Cheek pack-full of Bubbleyum gum

Neighborhood stars in Yankee Stadium

CHORUS

When one game lasted all day long

Bottom of the ninth, three runners on

Radio playin’ our favorite songs

I dreamed a lotta big dreams

I hit a lotta home runs

Once upon a time in a

Sandlot stadium

Jessie wore a tomboy grin

Only girl ever to play shortstop

Sandy blonde hair with a swing to win

She could hit the ball clear to the next block

When too many players had to go home for dinner

Game got called and I’d walk back with her

Talk about savin’ to buy a new glove

Long ‘fore we ever knew a thing about love

CHORUS

Now that diamond's underneath a parking lot

Behind the bleachers at a big new city park

Jessie 'n’ me watch the little league games

Every time we see our little Mickey play

Feels like it’s me

Up at the plate

CHORUS

Review

Scenes are

discrete

elements that

set up layered

meanings.

Movement is

created within

scenes and

across by

going from

abstract to

concrete,

general to

specific. (This

can happen

across an

entire song as

well.)

Use transitions

to sustain and

improve flow.

Payoffs are set

up to create

Level 1

Level 2

Sandlot Stadium

Randle/Hinton

It was a diamond in the rough

Two streets over in a vacant lot

Summer vacation on a field of dust

Paper plate bases, chicken wire backstop

Armed with my Ken Griffrey Louisville Slugger

Dime store mitt handed down from my brother

Cheek pack-full of Bubbleyum gum

Neighborhood stars in Yankee Stadium

CHORUS

When one game lasted all day long

Bottom of the ninth, three runners on

Radio playin’ our favorite songs

I dreamed a lotta big dreams

I hit a lotta home runs

Once upon a time in a

Sandlot stadium

Jessie wore a tomboy grin

Only girl ever to play shortstop

Sandy blonde hair with a swing to win

She could hit the ball clear to the next block

When too many players had to go home for dinner

Game got called and I’d walk back with her

Talk about savin’ to buy a new glove

Long ‘fore we ever knew a thing about love

CHORUS

Now that diamond's underneath a parking lot

Behind the bleachers at a big new city park

Jessie 'n’ me watch the little league games

Every time we see our little Mickey play

Feels like it’s me

Up at the plate

CHORUS

Review

Scenes are

discrete

elements that

set up layered

meanings.

Movement is

created within

scenes and

across by

going from

abstract to

concrete,

general to

specific. (This

can happen

across an

entire song as

well.)

Use transitions

to sustain and

improve flow.

Payoffs are set

up to create

Level 1

Level 2

& Level 3

layers of

meaning for

strongest

emotional

connection in

final chorus.
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